Administrative agencies -- United States.

A GUIDE TO FEDERAL AGENCY RULEMAKING / JEFFREY S. LUBBERS.
4th ed.
KF5411 .L83 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Animal welfare -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Periodicals.

JOURNAL OF ANIMAL LAW AND ETHICS.
Philadelphia, PA : University of Pennsylvania Law School, c2006-
K10 .O8243. LOCATION = LAW BOUND PERIODICALS.

Antitrust law -- United States -- Trial practice.

CRIMINAL ANTITRUST LITIGATION HANDBOOK.
2nd ed.
Chicago, IL : Section of Antitrust Law, ABA , c2006.
KF1657.C7 A481 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.


ARISTOTLE'S ETHICS AND LEGAL RHETORIC : AN ANALYSIS OF LANGUAGE BELIEFS AND THE LAW /
FRANCES J. RANNEY.
B491.E7 R36 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Biotechnology industry.

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL LAW / EDITED BY FRANCESCO FRANCIONI AND TULLIO SCOVAZZI.
TP248.2 .B55 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Biotechnology -- Legislation & jurisprudence.

PROTECTING AND TRANSFERRING BIOTECH INVENTIONS / HANS HENRIK LIDGARD (ED.) ; WITH SUPPORT OF
ANDREAS NEUENDORF ... [ET AL.].
TP248.175 .P967 2004. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
**Children -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.**

THE USE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY IN SERVICE TO CHILDREN IN THE COURTS / MICHAEL EDMOND DONNELLY.  
KF9673 .D66 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Children with disabilities -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.**

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR CHALLENGED CHILD / BY MARGARET C. JASPER.  
KF480.Z9 J37 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Cities and towns -- England -- History.**

TOWNS AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES IN MEDIEVAL AND EARLY MODERN ENGLAND / DAVID M. PALLISER.  
HT133 .P35 2006. LOCATION = LAW ENGLISH LEGAL HISTORY.

**Civil procedure -- France.**

THE FRENCH CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE IN ENGLISH, 2005 / TRANSLATED [AND EDITED] BY CHRISTIAN DODD.  
KJV401 .A28 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

**Civil rights movements -- United States -- History -- 20th century.**

CRUSADERS IN THE COURTS : LEGAL BATTLES OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT / BY JACK GREENBERG.  
Anniversary ed.  
KF4757 .G6999 2004. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Conflict management.**

THE DYNAMICS OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION : A PRACTITIONER'S GUIDE / BERNARD S. MAYER.  
1st ed.  
HM1126.I48 M39 2000. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

THE PROMISE OF MEDIATION : THE TRANSFORMATIVE APPROACH TO CONFLICT / ROBERT A. BARUCH BUSH, JOSEPH P. FOLGER.  
Rev. ed., [new ed.].  
HM1126 .B87 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
Constitutional history -- European Union countries.

THE EUROPEAN CONSTITUTION / BY JACQUES ZILLER ; PREFACE BY GIULIANO AMATO ; TRANSLATED BY MEL MARQUIS.

Constitutional history -- United States.

HOW PROGRESSIVES REWROTE THE CONSTITUTION / RICHARD A. EPSTEIN.

Contracts -- European Union countries.

THE HARMONISATION OF EUROPEAN CONTRACT LAW : IMPLICATIONS FOR EUROPEAN PRIVATE LAWS, BUSINESS AND LEGAL PRACTICE / EDITED BY STEFAN VOGENAUER AND STEPHEN WEATHERILL.

Contracts -- Great Britain.

ATIYAH'S INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW OF CONTRACT / P.S. ATIYAH, STEPHEN A. SMITH.
6th ed.

Corporation law -- United States -- Periodicals.

JOURNAL OF BUSINESS & SECURITIES LAW.
East Lansing, MI : Journal of Business and Securities Law.
K10 .O8271. LOCATION = LAW BOUND PERIODICALS.

Corporations -- Corrupt practices -- United States.

CORPORATE BODIES AND GUILTY MINDS : THE FAILURE OF CORPORATE CRIMINAL LIABILITY / WILLIAM S. LAUFER.
Chicago : University of Chicago Press, 2006. KF9236.5 .L38 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Criminal justice, Administration of -- United States.

ACHEIVING JUSTICE : FREEING THE INNOCENT, CONVICTING THE GUILTY : REPORT OF THE ABA CRIMINAL JUSTICE SECTION'S AD HOC INNOCENCE COMMITTEE TO ENSURE THE INTEGRITY OF THE CRIMINAL PROCESS.
Customary law, International.

PEREMPTORY NORMS IN INTERNATIONAL LAW / ALEXANDER ORAKHELASHVILI.
KZ1261 .O73 2006. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

Damages.

DAMAGES UNDER THE CONVENTION ON CONTRACTS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS / BRUNO ZELLER.
K1030 .Z45 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Discrimination in juvenile justice administration -- United States.

OUR CHILDREN, THEIR CHILDREN : CONFRONTING RACIAL AND ETHNIC DIFFERENCES IN AMERICAN JUVENILE JUSTICE / EDITED BY DARNELL F. HAWKINS AND KIMBERLY KEMPF-LEONARD.
HV9104 .O97 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Dispute resolution (Law) -- United States.

THE NEGOTIATOR'S FIELDBOOK / ANDREA KUPFER SCHNEIDER, CHRISTOPHER HONEYMAN, EDITORS.
1st ed.
K2390 .N43 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Emigration and immigration law.

AILA'S GLOBAL IMMIGRATION GUIDE : A COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY SURVEY / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: SCOTT M. BORENE ... [ET AL.].
K3275 .A45 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Emigration and immigration law -- United States -- Periodicals.

AGENCY INTERPRETATIONS OF IMMIGRATION POLICY : CABLES, MEMOS, AND LIAISON MINUTES.
KF4819 .A32. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

European Union -- Law and legislation.

THE CONCEPT OF LEGISLATION IN EUROPEAN COMMUNITY LAW : A COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE / ALEXANDER HEINRICH TURK.
KJ947 .T87 2006. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.
Genocide.

THE GENOCIDE CONVENTION : AN INTERNATIONAL LAW ANALYSIS / JOHN QUIGLEY.
K5302 .Q85 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Human rights -- Europe.

INTRODUCTION TO THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS : THE RIGHTS GUARANTEED AND THE PROTECTION MECHANISM / JEAN-FRANCOIS RENUCCI.
KJC5132 .R46 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

SHORT GUIDE TO THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS / DONNA GOMIEN.
3rd ed.
KJC5132 .G66 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

Human rights -- Law and legislation.

HUMAN RIGHTS, CULTURE, AND THE RULE OF LAW / JESSICA ALMQVIST.
K487.C8 A768 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

International agencies -- Rules and practice.

ACCOUNTABILITY, INVESTIGATION AND DUE PROCESS IN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS / EDITED BY CHRIS DE COOKER.
KZ4850 .A23 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

International law.

THE HUMANIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW / BY THEODOR MERON.
Leiden ; Boston : Martinus Nijhoff, c2006.
KZ3410 .M47 2006. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

Indians of North America -- Directories.

REFERENCE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN.
Rye, N.Y. : B. Klein, c1967-
E76.2 .K5 2006. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.
International agencies.


Judicial process -- Philosophy.


Judicial statistics -- United States -- States -- Periodicals.


Justice, Administration of, in motion pictures.


Law and economics.


Law reviews -- Florida.

FIU LAW REVIEW. [Miami, Fla.] : Florida International University, College of Law, c2006-K6 .I87. LOCATION = LAW BOUND PERIODICALS.
**Law schools -- United States.**

THE SHAME OF AMERICAN LEGAL EDUCATION / ALAN WATSON.  
[2nd ed.].  
KF272 .W38 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Law -- Spain.**

SPANISH LAW AND LEGAL SYSTEM / BY ELENA MERINO-BLANCO.  
2nd ed.  
KKT68 .M47 2006. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

**Law -- United States -- Bibliography -- Catalogs.**

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO ABA PUBLICATIONS : AUTHOR, SUBJECT, AND TITLE GUIDE TO THE ABA ARCHIVE, 1878-2003.  
KF8|b.C64 2006. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

**Legal composition.**

SCHOLARLY WRITING FOR LAW STUDENTS : SEMINAR PAPERS, LAW REVIEW NOTES, AND LAW REVIEW COMPETITION PAPERS / BY ELIZABETH FAJANS, MARY R. FALK.  
3rd ed.  
KF250 .F35 2005. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

**Legal ethics -- United States.**

ETHICS IN A BRAVE NEW WORLD : PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY, AND RISK MANAGEMENT FOR IMMIGRATION PRACTITIONERS / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, JOHN L. PINNIX.  
KF306 .E843 2004. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Chicago : Center for Professional Responsibility, American Bar Association, c2006.  
KF306 .L45 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Legal literature -- United States -- Bibliography.**

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AMERICAN LAW SCHOOL CASEBOOKS, 1870-2004 / DOUGLAS W. LIND.  
KF261 .L55 2006. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.
Legal professions.


Mass media -- Law and legislation -- Periodicals.


Medical records -- Access control -- United States.


Minorities -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- Europe.


Negotiation.


Newly independent states.


Patent laws and legislation -- United States -- Cases.

**Quotations, American -- Dictionaries.**

THE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF AMERICAN QUOTATIONS / SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BY HUGH RAWSON AND MARGARET MINER.
PN6081 .A623 2006. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

**Taxation -- Law and legislation.**

COMPARATIVE TAX LAW / VICTOR THURONYI.
K4460 .T48 2003. LOCATION = LAW TAX.

INTRODUCTION TO UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TAXATION / CPAUL R. MCDANIEL, HUGH J. AULT, JAMES R. REPETTI.
5th ed.
KF6441 .M3 2005. LOCATION = LAW TAX.

**Terrorism -- Prevention.**

K5256 .G76 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Time (Law) -- Arizona.**

TIME LIMITATIONS APPLICABLE TO ACTIONS AND PROCEDURES IN THE ARIZONA SUPERIOR COURTS / STANLEY DAVID MURRAY.
KFA2934.T5 M87 2006. LOCATION = LAW RESERVE.

**Treaties.**

NATIONAL TREATY LAW AND PRACTICE / EDITED BY DUNCAN B. HOLLIS, MERRITT R. BLAKESLEE & L. BENJAMIN EDERINGTON.
KZ1301 .N38 2005. LOCATION = LAW FOREIGN & INTERNAT.

**Trial practice -- Study and teaching (Elementary) -- United States.**

GOLDILOCKS V. THE THREE BEARS : MOCK TRIAL MATERIALS AND HOW-TO-GUIDE, GRADES K-6 / AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, DIVISION FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION.
KF8918 .G65 1997. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
**United States. Pension Protection Act of 2006.**

PENSION PROTECTION ACT OF 2006 : (H.R. 4), AS SIGNED BY THE PRESIDENT ON AUGUST 17, 2006 : LAW, EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS.
Chicago, IL : CCH, c2006.
KF3510.Z9 P4 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

Chicago : CCH, c2006.
KF3510.A31 P45 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

RIA'S COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF THE PENSION PROTECTION ACT OF 2006. : WITH CODE AND ERISA SECTIONS AS AMENDED AND COMMITTEE REPORTS.
KF3510 .R52 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**United States. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002.**

SARBANES-OXLEY MANUAL : A HANDBOOK FOR THE ACT AND SEC RULES / [EDITORAL STAFF] JAMES HAMILTON, TED TRAUTMANN.
2nd ed.
Chicago, IL : CCH Incorporated, c2005.
KF1446 .S235 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**United States. Supreme Court.**

THE OXFORD COMPANION TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES / EDITOR IN CHIEF, KERMIT L. HALL ; EDITORS, JAMES W. ELY, JR., JOEL B. GROSSMAN.
2nd ed.
KF8742.A35 O93 2005. LOCATION = LAW REFERENCE.

**United States. Supreme Court -- Biography -- Encyclopedias.**

BIOGRAPHICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SUPREME COURT : THE LIVES AND LEGAL PHILOSOPHIES OF THE JUSTICES / EDITED BY MELVIN I. UROFSKY.
KF8744 .B56 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

**Women -- Legal status, laws, etc. -- United States.**

THE HANDBOOK OF WOMEN, PSYCHOLOGY, AND THE LAW / ANDREA BARNES, EDITOR.
1st ed.
San Francisco : Jossey-Bass : California School of Professional Psychology/ Alliant International University, c2005.
HQ1154 .H2 2005. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.
World Trade Organization.

AN INSTITUTIONAL AND NORMATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION / BY MARY E. FOOTER.
K4610 .F66 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.

THE WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION : LAW, PRACTICE, AND POLICY / MITSUO MATSUSHITA, THOMAS J.
SCHOENBAUM AND PETROS C. MAVROIDIS.
2nd ed.
K4610.A31994 M38 2006. LOCATION = LAW TREATISES.